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The Eleventh CJK OSS award
竞赛优胜奖

貢献者賞

특별기술상

China
Mr. Qing Yu

余庆

FastDFS - a high performance distributed file system for internet
applications.
Mr. Yu Qing develops FastDFS in his spare time. FastDFS is used by more than
20 internet companies in China. Yu Qing has 12 years development experience in C
language under the unix system.

Loongson Pmon Development Team 龙芯 pmon 开发团队
Loongson pmon Development
Loongson pmon development team was founded in 2008, focusing on loongon
pmon development based on Chinese loongson cpu

Bin Wang

王斌

TCPCopy
Mr. Bin Wang has developed an online request replication tool 'TCPCopy'. The tool
has been widely used in companies in China (e.g. Taobao, Baidu, Netease, SINA)
for smoke testing, performance evaluation, cache warmup, availability testing,
regression testing and so on.

Linux Deepin Team

深度 Linux 团队

The Linux Deepin distribution
Linux Deepin Team is a group of developers for the well-known Linux Deepin
Distribution, The team has successfully promoted the growth of Linux Desktop
and is well accepted by the Linux community.

Korea
SeongHo Kim 김성호
Web Content Management Platform : kimsQ
kimsQ is a website building system with maximized integrity, efficiency, and
productivity and it is evolving into an integrated framework for web sites and web
applications.

Sung-tae Ryu 류성태 (Korean National IT Promotion Agency)
yamNyam - cloud-based food ordering service platform
The project yamNyam is the first winner of Korean OSS Award in student
department. This project is cloud-based food ordering service platform. Using this,
user can easily implement own online order system and also customers can easily
order foods what they want to eat with short process and familiar interface. It
supports web and mobile environments.

Japan
Masami Hiramatsu

平松

雅巳

Linux Kernel/SystemTap, LKST, Ftrace, Perf
Mr. Masami Hiramatsu has constantly lead RAS area of Linux kernel development.
He contributes SystemTap, LKST, and Ftrace: the Kernel tracers, perf tools and
kprobes instrumentation function in the kernel.

Keisuke Mori 森

啓介

Linux-HA/Heartbeat and Pacemaker
Mr. Keisuke Mori lead Linux-HA activities globally, especially for Heartbeat and
Pacemaker High-Availability software on development and community
endorsements.

Kousuke Kawaguchi 川口耕介
Jenkins CI tools
Mr. Kousuke Kawaguchi has lead long years development and promotin effort of
Jenkins, the important Continuous Integration Tool for agile application
development.
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The Eleventh CJK OSS Special Contribution Award
特殊贡献奖

特別貢献賞

특별공헌상

China
Fengguang Wu

吴峰光

Top contribution to Linux Kernel and role modelling/leadership in PRC
OSS Community
Top contribution to Linux Kernel and role modelling/leadership in PRC OSS
Community Mr. Fengguang Wu is well known for his contribution of Linux kernel
code on Readahead/Writeback/0Day Linux Kernel Testing/etc. His success story
has been inspiring PRC Linux kernel developers and the industry.

Korea
Doohyun Kim

김두현

Professor Kim, Doo-hyun was highly active as a member of Working Group,
being the head of WG2 of Korea OSS Promotion Forum (KOPF). With this active
performance, he has put his effort in continually developing 'OSS Model
Curriculum' and educating talents by teaching OSS subject to student.

Japan
Hiroyuki Hourin

法林 浩之

Direction of jus and OSS event promotion and lead
Mr. Hiroyuki Hourin is very famous coordinator and moderator on promotion of
Unix/Linux in so many symposiums. Success of the Lightweight Language
Conference events that counts 10 years is one of archivement that owes to his
coordination and activities.

